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We are an accessible Parish Council, the first tier of local government and have the
benefit of being a statutory body that can, in some small way, make a difference
where it is needed. For us, as well as the usual administrative responsibilities, it is
all about communication with the Parish Council as the link between our residents
and the larger authorities and organisations.

Chair’s Introduction
Councillor Chris Willsher
chris.willsher@lyndhurst-pc.gov.uk

In March, we ended the last
financial year, full of enthusiasm
and confidence that, in the coming
year, we could achieve all of our
goals. Then, we began to
understand the kind of impact
Covid would have on our own
operation and, more importantly,
on our community. Sutti has
detailed in his report the way in
which local people leapt forward
to come to the aid of their
neighbours. I echo his thanks and
his pride in the community’s
response. The Council did not
meet again until September.
As a result, we had to cancel our
Annual Parish Meeting and the
presentation of the various Parish
Awards. Instead, the four winners
received their certificates and
awards by post.
In the summer, we learned that
Hampshire County Council had
decided to close their library at
the Community Centre. We
worked closely with Community
Centre Trustees to ensure that a
small community library could be
established in its place, along with
a new Parish Council office and a
modern conference facility.
Thanks are extended to our clerk,
Margaret Weston, who negotiated
with Ineos to secure a £25,000
donation to make the project
viable. We will continue to work
with the Community Centre to
ensure the future success of the
library.

I also want to thank the
Community Centre for agreeing to
accommodate our new office. The
lease is far more affordable and
the office more accessible to
residents.
I hope that the new location will
also enable more partnership
working between the Parish
Council and the Community
Centre.
Sadly, despite months of planning
with representatives from a whole
range of local community groups,
Covid resulted in the cancellation
of the events planned to celebrate
the 75th anniversary of VE Day.
We hope that we can organise
another community social event in
the future.
In September, Councillor Caroline
Wilkins resigned her position. We
thank her for contribution.
Throughout the autumn, in
preparation for our move to the
new office, Carole Gibbs, our new
Finance Officer, has been
negotiating contracts for
telephones, photocopying and ICT
support that provide significantly
better value for money.
In March, Councillor Mark Rollé
resigned after more than 20 years’
dedicated service to the Council.
His legacy will be his work as Chair
and especially managing the
Recreation portfolio.

Finally, I thank my fellow
Councillors for their work this year.
I particularly wish to pay tribute to
our outstanding Clerk, Margaret
Weston. Without her knowledge,
hard work and indefatigable
energy the Council would not have
secured the funding necessary to
create a permanent office base
and a community library.
I would also like to thank Finance
Officer, Carole Gibbs, who in her
first year in post has overhauled
our financial systems and put us on
a much stronger financial footing
for the future.

Vice-Chair’s Report
Councillor Suttichai Se-Upara
suttichai.se-upara@lyndhurst-pc.gov.uk

How can we describe 2020?
Challenging, scary, strange,
unique, once in a lifetime?
Whatever happened during the
pandemic year, there were
always positive things that came
out as a result and that’s what I
want to concentrate on.
I am so proud of how our
Lyndhurst community came
together straight after we heard
about the seriousness of Covid19 in February/ March 2020. A
group was set up to help the
vulnerable residents in our
community and those whose
livelihoods had been restricted.
The group helped people with
their prescription runs (drugs
runs, we unofficially called
them!), shopping and even a
phone buddy system.
At the height of the pandemic,
the group had over 100 active
local volunteers. The group is
called the Lyndhurst and Emery
Down Community Hub. What
had started as a help group
turned into an information
sharing platform for residents of
Lyndhurst, Emery Down and the
surrounding area. Being one of
the founders of this active group
makes me very proud; proud to
be living amongst the most caring
community anyone could ever
have dreamed of. So, I would like
to take this opportunity to say a
big THANK YOU to all volunteers
involved and especially the 3
people who came to my rescue in
setting up the group, Simon
Young, Lou Judd and Marie Kirk.

I am also pleased to tell you that,
arising from the pandemic came
another group of volunteers who,
with the help from Lyndhurst
Welfare Charity, have successfully
set up the Lyndhurst Food Bank.
They are doing a fantastic job
helping those who are less
fortunate in our community.
If you wish to support them or if
you need help please call them on
07485489275.
Unfortunately, for obvious
reasons, our Community
Speedwatch Team could not
perform their duties during the
pandemic. I know ‘speeding’
around our roads has been quite
an issue during Lockdown as there
were fewer vehicles on the roads.
We are grateful to Hampshire
Constabulary who have frequently
shown their presence in the
camera van in and around the
village.
On the subject of speeding, I
would also like to say how pleased
we’ve been able to be able to put
up our Speed Indicator Device (or
SID as we like to call him), on
various hotspots around the
village. The hotspots were
identified by the Speedwatch
Team and are located at Foxlease,
Shrubbs Hill Road, Bournemouth
Road, Chapel Lane, Gosport Lane,
Romsey Road and Southampton
Road. Hopefully with SID’s
presence, we may be able to slow
people down a little.

So, what for the future?
We can certainly say that some
aspects of the Parish Council’s
work / projects have been slightly
delayed during much of last year
but behind the scenes, Margaret,
our Clerk, the Chair and councillors
have been working tirelessly in
trying to keep the Council active
and up to date with all legal
aspects and much more.
We are now approaching the
‘beginning of the end’ and we can
definitely see light at the end of
the tunnel so we can start to plan
ahead. We have many projects
with which we need to catch up
and new ones to get started. As an
open council, we appreciate your
ideas and inputs on how to make
our great little community greater.
I very much look forward to a
normal and even more productive
2021 and beyond but most
importantly I look forward to
everyone having the best of
health.

Statement from the Clerk
Parish Clerk Margaret Weston
clerk@lyndhurst-pc.gov.uk

It has been a strange and
somewhat difficult year from an
administrative point of view and I
have had to adapt to working
from home again after four years
in the Parish Office. However, I
have had excellent support from
our Chair, Councillors, our
Finance Officer and our residents.
We have now vacated our High
Street office and will shortly be
moving to new accommodation
in the Community Centre. We
hope to be able to open our
doors to the public for limited
hours on Mondays, Tuesdays and
Thursdays.
COVID restrictions have limited
the number of meetings we have
been able to hold to one main
face to face meeting this year but
we have met as often as possible
via Zoom and all Planning
meetings have continued to be
held in various forms. We have
now restricted Parish Council
Meetings to every two months on
a permanent basis.
Councillor
George Bisson
Trevor Dunning
Fiona Green
Barbara Preddy
Christine Read
Graham Reeve
Mark Rollé
Suttichai Se-Upara
Brice Stratford
Caroline Wilkins
Chris Willsher
Adrian Wiltshire
George Bisson

We have set up a system of tree
surveying with NFDC to ensure
that all trees on our sites are kept
in good order and trees requiring
management will be dealt with
accordingly.

This Spring, for the first time in
many years, we have produced an
Allotment Argus which is sent out
to our allotment holders to
provide yet another useful two
way link.

I hope our residents will feel that I
have managed to maintain a link
with them either by telephone,
email or with the very useful
monthly Clerk’s Corner in the
Community Centre What’s On
magazine.

The role of Lengthsman continues
to operate which allows us £1,000
per annum from HCC to provide
maintenance for items such as
public footpath maintenance and
street signage cleaning which
might overwise be overlooked.
This is match funded by the Parish
Council.

Despite difficulties, we managed
to produce the annual calendar
which is delivered free of charge
to all homes in the parish and this
will continue with a new calendar
already in production for 2022.
I have continued to liaise with our
residents, local funeral directors
and monumental masons
regarding the administration of all
matters relating to the day-to-day
running of the Cemetery.
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Our Speed Indicator Device
mysteriously disappeared from a
pole during lock down but a new
one is on its way.
We received funding of £2.2k as
part of the Government scheme to
assist the High Street following
COVID restrictions.
Councillors’ attendance at
meetings is as follows:
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Financial Report
Responsible Finance Officer Carole Gibbs
finance@lyndhurst-pc.gov.uk

Allotments
Councillor Adrian Wiltshire
adrian.wiltshire@lyndhurst-pc.gov.uk

I have been an allotment holder
now for 60 years and it is the first
time that I have known all the
plots to be taken. It is almost
certainly due to the absence of
foreign holidays and the Covid
situation.
Five plots have been cleared of
overgrown vegetation and willow
trees to satisfy the surge in
gardening popularity.
Some attention has been given to
path repair. Unfortunately
expensive path gravel is
compulsory, as other cheaper
materials have the wrong PH
values which is a stipulation laid
down by Forestry England.
The buzzards which disappeared
some three years ago and
returned last year are still with
us. This will obviously help with
any rat problem that may appear,
although a deer has taken up
residence and regularly jumps the
fence. So runner beans may be
scarce as they are a particular
favourite.
-

An allotment holder I mentioned
last year is still going strong, albeit
a year older at 96 and now
needing a little help, so hopefully I
still have another year or two left.
Another allotment holder and his
young daughter are hoping to
raise enough money to purchase a
wooden seat for our Community
Orchard which is situated in the
allotments. The orchard itself will
receive more fruit trees in the
Autumn due to a community grant
from NFDC and there are even
plans to purchase a fruit press in
years to come when the trees
have grown enough to bear
enough fruit.
Our allotment holders continue to
give generously of the produce
they grow to the fresh food bank
situated in the porch at St Michael
& All Angels Church.

Our Clerk has resurrected the
Allotment Argus and the first
edition for a long time was
recently sent to all allotment
holders on email with a further
copy posted on each of our gates.

Amenities
Councillor George Bisson
george.bisson@lyndhurst-pc.gov.uk

This year has been very strange
to say the least. However, the
Covid pandemic has not stopped
the continual checking and
maintenance of the Parish
Amenities.
A full survey of the trees in Great
Mead was carried out and
considerable remedial work was
undertaken both to maintain
public safety and to ensure the
health of the trees. Three willow
trees were planted to replace two
that had died and three
additional oak trees were
planted. A total of eleven hazel /
filbert trees were planted in three
groups. This will not only
enhance the natural corridor for
wildlife but will add to the visual
and recreational amenity of Great
Mead.
The Parish is responsible for
providing and maintaining all of
the bus shelters around the
Village, except the shelter in the
car park. Generally, they are in
good condition and are regularly
painted. Sadly, the shelter
adjacent to the former Lyndhurst
Park Hotel was vandalised with a
window being broken. This has
been repaired and hopefully it
will be an isolated case.
Following a request for a bus
shelter for school children who
access the school bus adjacent to
the Racecourse in Romsey Road
an investigation was carried out
which concluded there was
insufficient space on the footway.

The verge behind is part of the
S.S.S.I. so any work would need
the permission of the Verderers
and land in mitigation. The project
has not been carried forward.

another bin or take the waste
home to put with your normal
rubbish. Please note it is
acceptable to use a normal litter
bin for bagged dog waste.

The seats around the Parish are
also regularly inspected and
painted as necessary but even so
do not last for ever. Therefore, a
new replacement bench has been
installed, again adjacent to the
former Lyndhurst Park Hotel with
another being repaired.

The Parish now utilises online
services and social media to
disseminate information but not
everyone uses these mediums.
Therefore, it is important that the
Parish continues to maintain the
Village notice boards.

The former telephone box
information centres are well used
with facilities ranging from local
information to book exchanges
and even seed swaps. It has been
more difficult to maintain these
this year due to Covid restrictions
but thanks must go to a band of
volunteers who generally keep an
eye on the boxes.
The Parish has taken back
responsibility for the flower bed
and planters in the High Street;
this spring has delivered a display
of crocus and now the tulips are
coming out. The daffodils situated
around the Village are also giving a
vibrant display and hopefully will
help to lift the mood as we
gradually come out of Lockdown.
The Parish works in partnership
with the District Council to provide
dog waste bins. Again, these are
well used. Occasionally, you may
find that a specific bin is full. If
this is the case, please do not
leave the bagged waste on the
ground at the foot of the bin.
Please find

The Parish has several walks
including one that roughly follows
the Parish boundary. These
continue to be popular and are
well used.
The Parish is proud to offer the
amenities it does and with the help
and respect from the public we will
strive to maintain and enhance
facilities into the future.

Cemetery
Councillor Adrian Wiltshire
adrian.wiltshire@lyndhurst-pc.gov.uk
Due to the Covid situation my
report is very short and sweet.
Last year I spoke about the
consideration of a toilet in the
Cemetery. I am pleased to
announce that due to some
generous outside donation and a
Parish Council contribution this
project is about to come into
fruition. It will be accomplished
by an addition to the
maintenance building so that it is
totally unobtrusive and will not
impact on the landscape in any
way.
We are still trying to obtain grant
aid to install a stained glass
window in the Chapel, but as you
may imagine finance is very tight
at the moment.

Forestry England have partly
resurfaced the Cemetery Road but
there is still a small section with
very bad potholes just past the
war memorial. We are still trying
to get the remaining section
resurfaced.
Finally, compliments are still being
received regarding the condition
of the Cemetery in general. In
fact, other Councils are visiting to
gain ideas for their own
maintenance.
As part of a general tree
maintenance plan, a tree survey
will be conducted annually of all
the large, established trees within
the grounds of the Cemetery.

We are always minded that our
Cemetery has Conservation Area
status and is surrounded by the
SSSI of the open forest making it a
unique position.
Fees will once again be assessed in
the near future with particular
regard to space restrictions that
are becoming ever more evident.
Fees are used to assist in financing
the maintenance of the Cemetery
and Chapel.
It is hoped that we might be able
to hold another Cemetery open
day in 2022 as one has not been
held since 2017.

Planning
Councillor Graham Reeve
graham.reeve@lyndhurst-pc.gov.uk

Last year, I reported an
interesting year for the Lyndhurst
Parish Council Planning
Committee, with some significant
upcoming planning issues
affecting our village.
Well, this year has been equally
interesting, if not more so, both
from a planning perspective as
well as the process of planning
consultation, which is mentioned
later!
Between April 2020 and March
2021, we considered a total of 58
planning applications, a slight
increase on the previous year but
still averaging approximately 5
applications per month.
As always, we are pleased to
welcome members of the public
to our monthly planning meetings
to receive comments, positive as
well as negative, on current
planning applications and would
particularly encourage applicants
to attend in support of their
proposed developments to offer
additional information which may
help us with our determinations.
We advise those wishing to take
up this opportunity to tell the
Parish Clerk in advance of the
meeting so that councillors are
suitably prepared to discuss the
particular matter in hand.
That said, this year has been very
strange in terms of the actual
running of our meetings due to
the impact of Covid restrictions
which in turn has made public
participation more difficult.

As a committee, we have adopted
considerable change through the
year to our methods of
considering planning applications.
Unable to hold physical meetings,
from April to October 2020 our
deliberations were carried out via
email communication between
members and interested parties,
with all comments and
recommendations collated by me
and translated into the Parish
responses.
Latterly, from October 2020,
online Zoom meetings were
successfully introduced, testing
our computer skills somewhat but
enabling face to face discussion
and allowing the public to join in
with the discussions.
We now look forward in the
coming months to being able to
resume physical meetings in some
form or other, as and when they
are permitted by the easing of
restrictions.
The significant planning
developments reported last year
have now come before us and I
am pleased to say have been
resolved to some degree.
The proposed sewage treatment
facility for the Lime Wood Hotel,
which had previously not
demonstrated sufficient
protection for the local
environment, habitat and
woodland, has now satisfied the
various environmental groups and
has been granted planning
permission.

This will see works being carried
out through the Pond Head
enclosure in due course.
The second development relates
to the Lyndhurst Park Hotel,
covered in detail on the following
page.
Finally the ‘Village Design
Statement’ (VDS) for Lyndhurst,
mentioned in last year’s report,
has unfortunately taken a back
seat through this pandemic year as
it has not been possible to meet
and form the necessary subcommittees necessary to progress
it.
That said, an online questionnaire
was completed by residents with
various questions such as the type
of development people would like
and what made Lyndhurst special
in their minds etc.
The results were encouraging and
will in due course inform the
process of developing the VDS.
To reiterate, a VDS is a document
produced by, and a means by
which, the local community can
influence the design of new
buildings and developments and
help to ensure they add to the
character and distinctiveness of
the village.
We hope to recommence this
process during 2021once face to
face meetings can safely be
resumed and will be approaching
individuals and local groups in due
course to help with formulation of
the VDS.

Planning: The Lyndhurst Park Hotel Site
Councillor Graham Reeves

As reported last year,
representatives of the Parish
Council Planning Committee met
with the developers, Hoburne,
throughout the year, and found
them to be extremely honest,
helpful and willing to share all
changes to the plans with us.
As expected on 25th February
2020 a public consultation event
was held in the Community
Centre, where the initial full
proposals were displayed and the
architects and developers were
on hand to answer any questions.
58 residents from the Lyndhurst
area attended the event and
most were supportive of the
proposals, with some areas of
concern put to Hoburne for their
consideration.
An exit poll was carried out to
gauge the views of those
attending and a graph of the
results is shown below:

Subsequently a planning
application was submitted by
Hoburne and an extraordinary
Parish Council meeting was
convened on 2 March 2021 to
consider the application.
This meeting was again conducted
online by Zoom and preparations
were made for the large numbers
of public participants expected to
join the meeting, however in the
event very few people attended
and not one person sought to
make a comment on the
application!
As a result, and following
discussion amongst the
councillors, it was voted by a
majority in favour of the
application and a
recommendation forwarded by
the Parish Council to grant
permission.

There was some delay due to a
pending application for ‘listed
building’ status lodged with
Historic England, this has now
been concluded and the building
has been found not to meet the
criteria for listing and nor do
Historic England wish to offer any
comment on the application.
The application now awaits the
decision of the NFNPA planning
authority.
Consequently, the decision may
now be determined by the local
planning authority alone and
therefore hopefully we should see
some progress in the near future.

Recreation
Vacancy

Due to Covid restrictions we had
to close the play equipment at
the Recreation Ground last March
but were able to open again
during subsequent lockdowns
although the Parish Council
emphasised that care should be
taken at all times when using the
equipment – mainly social
distancing and hand sanitising.
We continued with groundwork
and maintenance of the
equipment throughout, following
information and guidance
received from our annual safety
report.
We have often been asked if we
could change the safety surfacing
that surrounds the play
equipment into something other
than bark that would be cleaner
during the winter months. We
sought three quotations and we
are pleased to report that
Vitaplay, a fairly local company,
was chosen and have recently
delivered on a high-quality
project to replace and refurbish
the equipment in two of our play
zones. There is the added bonus
of an excellent quality compacted
mulch safety surface that we
hope will last for at least 15 years
without the need for further
maintenance.
This now means that, with the
budget allocation we have for this
financial year, we can look at
replacement equipment in the
third zone (the play trail) and also
changing that area’s safety
surfacing from the existing bark.

Residents will remember that we
had hoped to install a small
toddlers’ playground at Great
Mead. Sadly, the grant funding for
which we had hoped fell through
and, therefore, we have decided
to focus on ensuring our existing
facilities are properly maintained
and developed rather than
spreading our limited resources
too thinly.
The Junior Football Club continues
to use Coles Mead as their home
ground and we will shortly also
take up the lease for the Senior
Club ground in Wellands Road,
thus enabling the two clubs to
work together and with ourselves
to secure better facilities for the
village.
Thanks must also be extended to
local resident Jim Green and his
family for the work they have
undertaken in clearing the coppice
on the far side of the first field.
This will make a splendid natural
play area for children and
hopefully there will be the
opportunity to provide some
picnic tables to enable all ages to
enjoy Coles Mead.

Our CCTV has suffered from
vandalism during the year. We
have been able to replace the
equipment that covers the play
zones and are looking at a new
system for the skateboard park
that will give better security.
All trees in the Recreation Ground
and the perimeters are now the
subject of a Tree Survey
undertaken for us by NFDC and
remedial action is taken as
necessary.
Along with the Senior Club ground
we will also be taking over the
tenancy of a small parcel of land to
the rear of the Fire Station and
hope to create a pedestrian path
through from Southampton Road
for users of Coles Mead.
Thanks are extended to Mark
Rollé, who recently left the Council
after 17 years as Recreation
Chairman and latterly Portfolio
Holder. During this time Coles
Mead has been transformed from
a little used facility to the much
cherished and well used area that
it is today.

